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Stationary Josephson effect in a weak link between nonunitary triplet superconductors
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A stationary Josephson effect in a weak link between misoriented nonunitary triplet
superconductors is investigated theoretically. The non-self-consistent quasiclassical Eilenberger
equation for this system is solved analytically. As an application of this analytical
calculation, the current-phase diagrams are plotted for the junction between two nonunitary
bipolar f -wave superconducting banks. A spontaneous current parallel to the interface between
superconductors is observed. Also, the effect of misorientation between crystals on the
Josephson and spontaneous currents is studied. Such experimental investigations of the current-
phase diagrams can be used to test the pairing symmetry in the above-mentioned
superconductors. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1943531#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, triplet superconductivity has becom
popular subject for research in the field
superconductivity.1–3 Particularly, the nonunitary spin triple
state in which Cooper pairs may carry a finite averaged
trinsic spin moment has attracted much attention in the
decade.4,5 A triplet state in the momentum spacek can be

descbribed by the order parameterD̂(k)5 i (d(k)•ŝ)ŝy in a
232 matrix form in which theŝ j are 232 Pauli matrices
(ŝ5(ŝx ,ŝy ,ŝz)). The three-dimensional complex vect
d~k! ~gap vector! describes the triplet pairing state. In th

nonunitary state, the productD̂(k)D̂(k)†5d(k)•d* (k)
1 i (d(k)3d* (k))•ŝ is not a multiple of the unit matrix.
Thus in a nonunitary state the time reversal symmetry
necessarily broken spontaneously and a spontaneous mo
m(k)3 id(k)3d* (k) appears at each pointk of the momen-
tum space. In this case the macroscopically averaged
ment^m~k!& integrated on the Fermi surface does not vani
The value m~k! is related to the net spin average b

Tr@D̂(k)†ŝ j D̂(k)#. It is clear that the total spin average ov
the Fermi surface can be nonzero. As an application,
nonunitary bipolar state off -wave pairing symmetry ha
been considered for theB phase of superconductivity in th
compound UPt3 which has been created at low temperatu
T and small values of the magnetic fieldH.5,6

In the present paper, the ballistic Josephson weak
via an interface between two superconducting bulks with
ferent orientations of the crystallographic axes is inve
gated. This type of weak-link structure can be used for
demonstration of the pairing symmetry in the supercondu
ing phase.7 Consequently, we generalize the formalism
Ref. 8 for the weak link between triplet superconducti
bulks with a nonunitary order parameter. In the Ref. 8
Josephson effect at a point contact between unitaryf -wave
4811063-777X/2005/31(6)/5/$26.00
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triplet superconductors was studied. Also, the effect of m
orientation on the charge transport was investigated, an
spontaneous current tangential to the interface between
f -wave superconductors was observed.

In this paper the nonunitary bipolarf -wave model of the
order parameter is considered. It is shown that the curr
phase diagrams are totally different from the current-ph
diagrams of the junction between the unitary triplet~axial
and planar! f -wave superconductors.8 Roughly speaking,
these different characters can be used to distinguish betw
nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconductivity and the othe
types of superconductivity. In the weak-link structure b
tween the nonunitaryf -wave superconductors, the spontan
ous current parallel to the interface has been observed
fingerprint for unconventional superconductivity and spon
neous time reversal symmetry breaking. The effect of m
orientation on the spontaneous and Josephson currents
vestigated. It is possible to find a value of the pha
difference at which the Josephson current is zero but a sp
taneous current, which is produced by the interface an
tangential to the interface, is present. In some configurati
and at the zero phase difference, the Josephson current i
generally zero but has a finite value. This finite value cor
sponds to a spontaneous phase difference which is relate
the misorientation between the gap vectorsd.

The arrangement of the rest of this paper is as follows
Sec. 2 we describe the configuration that we have inve
gated. For a non-self-consistent model of the order par
eter, the quasiclassical Eilenberger equations9 are solved and
suitable Green functions are obtained analytically. In Sec
the formulas obtained for the Green functions are used
the calculation of the current densities at the interface.
analysis of numerical results will be presented in Sec. 4
gether with some conclusions in Sec. 5.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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2. FORMALISM AND BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a model of a flat interfacey50 between
two misoriented nonunitaryf -wave superconducting half
spaces~Fig. 1! as a ballistic Josephson junction. In the qu
siclassical ballistic approach, in order to calculate the c
rent, we use ‘‘transport-like’’ quasiclassical Eilenberg
equations9 for the energy-integrated Green functio
ğ( v̂F ,r ,«m)

vF•¹ğ1@«ms̆31 i D̄,ğ#50, ~1!

and the normalization conditionğğ51̆, where «m

5pT(2m11), with m51,2,..., arediscrete Matsubara en
ergies,T is the temperature,vF is the Fermi velocity, and
s̆35ŝ3^ Î , in which the ŝ j ( j 51,2,3) are Pauli matrices
The Matsubara propagatorğ can be written in the form:

ğ5S g11g1•ŝ ~g11g2•ŝ !i ŝ2

i ŝ2~g11g3•ŝ ! g42ŝ2g4•ŝŝ2
D , ~2!

where the matrix structure of the off-diagonal self-energyD̆
in the Nambu space is

D̆5S 0 d•ŝ i ŝ2

i ŝ2d* •ŝ 0 D . ~3!

The nonunitary states, for whichd3d* Þ0 are investi-
gated. Fundamentally, the gap vector~order parameter! d has
to be determined numerically from the self-consisten
equation,1 while in the present paper, we use a non-se
consistent model for the gap vector which is much m
suitable for analytical calculations.10 Solutions to Eq.~1!
must satisfy the following conditions for the Green functio
and the gap vectord in the bulks of the superconductors f
from the interface:

ğ5
1

Vn
S «m~12An•ŝ ! @ idn2dn3An#•ŝ i ŝ2

i ŝ2@ idn* 1dn* 3An#•ŝ 2«ŝ2~11An•ŝ !ŝ2
D ,

~4!

where

An5
idn3dn*

«m
2 1dn•dn* 1A~«m

2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2
~5!

FIG. 1. Scheme of a flat interface between two superconducting bulks w
are misoriented as much asa.
-
r-
r

y
-
e
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Vn5A 2@~«m
2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2#

«m
2 1dn•dn* 1A~«m

2 1dn•dn* !21~dn3dn* !2
~6!

d~6`!5d1,2~T,v̂F!expS 7
iw

2 D , ~7!

wherew is the external phase difference between the or
parameters of the bulks andn51,2 labels the left and righ
half-spaces, respectively. It is clear that poles of the Gr
function in the energy space are at

Vn50. ~8!

Consequently,

~2E21dn•dn* !21~dn1dn* !250 ~9!

and

E56Adn•dn*
26 idn3dn* ~10!

in which E is the energy value of the poles. Equation~1! has
to be supplemented by the continuity conditions at the in
face between superconductors. For all quasiparticle traje
ries, the Green functions satisfy the boundary conditio
both in the right and left bulks as well as at the interface. T
system of equations~1! and the self-consistency equation f
the gap vectord ~Ref. 1! can be solved only numerically. Fo
unconventional superconductors such solution requires in
mation about the interaction between the electrons in
Cooper pairs and the nature of unconventional supercon
tivity in novel compounds which in most cases is unknow
Also, it has been shown that the absolute value of a s
consistent order parameter is suppressed near the inte
and at the distances of the order of the coherence len
while its dependence on the direction in the moment
space almost remains unaltered.11 This suppression of the
order parameter changes the amplitude value of the curr
but does not influence the current-phase dependence d
cally. For example, it has been verified in Ref. 12 for t
junction between unconventionald-wave superconductors
in Ref. 11 for the case of unitary ‘‘f -wave’’ superconductors
and in Ref. 13 for pinholes in3He, that there is good quali
tative agreement between self-consistent and non-s
consistent results for not very large angles of misorientati
It has also been observed that the results of the non-s
consistent model in Ref. 14 are similar to experiment.15 Con-
sequently, despite the fact that this solution cannot be app
directly to a quantitative analysis of a real experiment, onl
qualitative comparison of calculated and experimen
current-phase relations is possible. In our calculations
simple model of the constant order parameter up to the
terface is considered, and the pair-breaking and scatterin
the interface are ignored. We believe that under these str
assumptions our results describe the real situation qua
tively. In the framework of such a model, analytical expre
sions for the current can be obtained for a certain form of
order parameter.

3. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The solution of Eq.~1! allows us to calculate the curren
densities. The expression for the current is

ch
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j ~r !52ipeTN~0!(
m

^vFg1~ v̂F ,r ,«m!&, ~11!

where ^...& stands for averaging over the directions of
electron momentum on the Fermi surfacev̂F andN(0) is the
electron density of states at the Fermi level of energy.
assume that the order parameter is constant in space a
each half-space it equals its value~7! far from the interface
in the left or right bulks. For such a model, the current-ph
dependence of a Josephson junction can be calculated
lytically. It enables us to analyze the main features
current-phase dependence for any model of the nonun
order parameter. The Eilenberger equations~1! for Green
functions ğ, which are supplemented by the condition
continuity of solutions across the interface,y50, and the
boundary conditions at the bulks, are solved for a non-s
consistent model of the order parameter analytically. In
ballistic case the system of equations for functionsgi andgi

can be decomposed into independent blocks of equati
The set of equations which enables us to find the Gr
function g1 is:

vFk̂¹g15 i ~d"g32d* •g2!; ~12!

vFk̂¹g2522~d3g31d* 3g2!; ~13!

vFk̂¹g2522«mg212ig1d1d3g2 ; ~14!

vFk̂¹g352«mg322ig1d* 1d* 3g2 , ~15!

where g25g12g4 . Equations~12!–~14! can be solved by
integrating over the ballistic trajectories of electrons in t
right and left half-spaces. The general solution satisfying
boundary conditions~4! at infinity is

g1
~n!5

«m

Vn
1an exp~22sVnt !; ~16!

g2
~n!522

«m

Vn
An1Cn exp~22sVnt !; ~17!

g2
~n!5

idn2dn3An

Vn
2

2iandn1dn3Cn

2shVn22«m
e22sVnt; ~18!

g3
~n!5

idn* 1dn* 3An

Vn
1

2iandn* 2dn* 3Cn

2shVn12«m
e22sVnt, ~19!

where t is the time of flight along the trajectory, sgn(t)
5sgn(y)5s andh5sgn(vy). By matching the solutions~16!–
~19! at the interface (y50,t50), we find the constantsan

andCn . Indicesn51,2 label the left and right half-space
respectively. The functiong1(0)5g1

(1)(20)5g1
(2)(10)

which is a diagonal term of the Green matrix and determi
the current density at the interface,y50, is as follows:

g1~0!5
h@d2•d2~hV11«!22d1•d1~hV22«!21B#

@d2~hV11«!1d1~hV22«!#2 ,

~20!

where B5 id13d2•(A1A2)(hV22«)(hV11«). We con-
sider a rotationR̆ only in the right superconductor~see Fig.
1!, i.e., d2( k̂)5R̆d1(R̆21k̂); k̂ is the unit vector in the mo-
mentum space. The crystallographicc axis in the left half-
space is selected parallel to the partition between the su
e
in
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conductors~along thez axis in Fig. 1!. To illustrate the
results obtained by computing the formula~20!, we plot the
current-phase diagrams for two different geometries. Th
geometries correspond to the different orientations of
crystals in the right and left sides of the interface~Fig. 1!.

~i! The basalab plane in the right side has been rotat
around thec axis bya; ĉ1i ĉ2 .

~ii ! The c axis in the right side has been rotated arou
the b axis bya; b̂1i b̂2 .

Further calculations require a certain model of the g
vector ~order parameter! d.

4. ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the present paper, the nonunitaryf -wave gap vector in
the B phase~low temperatureT and low fieldH) of super-
conductivity in the compound UPt3 has been considered
This nonunitary bipolar state which explains the weak sp
orbit coupling in UPt3 is:5

d~T,vF!5D0~T!kz~ x̂~kx
22ky

2!1 ŷ2ikxky!. ~21!

The coordinate axesx̂,ŷ,ẑ are chosen along the crystallo
graphic axesâ,b̂,ĉ in the left side of Fig. 1. The function
D05D0(T) describes the dependence of the gap vector
the temperatureT ~our numerical calculations are done at t
low value of temperatureT/Tc50.1). Using this model of
the order parameter~21! and solution to the Eilenberge
equations~20!, we have calculated the current density at t
interface numerically. These numerical results are listed
low.

1. The nonunitary property of Green’s matrix diagon
term consists of two parts. An explicit part, which is co
tained in the mathematical expressionB in Eq. ~20!, and an
implicit part in theV1,2 andd1,2 terms. TheseV1,2 andd1,2

terms are different from their unitary counterparts. In t
mathematical expression forV1,2 the nonunitary mathemati
cal termsA1,2 are presented. The explicit part will be prese
only in the presence of misorientation between gap vect
B5 id13d2•(A11A2)(hV22«)(hV11«), but the implicit
part will be present always. So, in the absence of misori
tation (d1id2), although the implicit part of nonunitary exist
the explicit part is absent. This means that in the absenc
misorientation, current-phase diagrams for planar unitary
nonunitary bipolar systems are the same, but the maxim
values are slightly different.

2. For geometry~i! one of the current components pa
allel to the interface,j z , is zero, as in the unitary case,8 while
the other parallel componentj x has a finite value~see Fig. 4!.
This last is a difference between the unitary and nonunit
cases. Because in the junction between unitaryf -wave super-
conducting bulks all parallel components of the currentj x

and j z) for geometry~i! are absent.8

3. In Figs. 2 and 3 the Josephson currentj y is plotted for
a certain nonunitaryf -wave model in different geometries
Figures 2 and 3 are plotted for the geometries~i! and ~ii !,
respectively. They are completely unusual and totally diff
ent from their unitary counterparts which were obtained
Ref. 8.

4. In Fig. 2 for geometry~i!, it is observed that by in-
creasing the misorientation, some small oscillations app
in the current-phase diagrams as a result of the nonuni
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property of the order parameter. Also, the Josephson cur
at the zero external phase differencew50 is not zero but has
a finite value. The Josephson current will be zero at the so
finite values of the phase difference.

5. In Fig. 3 for geometry~ii !, it is observed that by
increasing the misorientation, new zeros appear in
current-phase diagrams, and the maximum value of the
rent will be change nonmonotonically. In contrast to the c
for geometry~i! ~Fig. 2!, the Josephson currents at the pha
differencesw50, w5p, andw52p are exactly zero.

6. The current-phase diagram for geometry~i! and thex
component~Fig. 4! is totally unusual. By increasing the mis
orientation, the maximum value of the current increases.
components of current parallel to the interface for geome
~ii ! are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. All the terms are zero at
phase differencesw50, w5p, andw52p. The maximum

FIG. 2. Component of the current normal to the interface~Josephson cur-
rent! versus the phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary
bipolar f -wave bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~i!, and different misorienta-
tions. Currents are given in units ofj 05(p/2) eN(0)vFD0(0).

FIG. 3. Component of the current normal to the interface~Josephson cur-
rent! versus the phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary
bipolar f -wave bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and different misorienta-
tions.
nt

e

e
r-
e
e

e
y
e

value of the current-phase diagrams is not a monotonic fu
tion of the misorientation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thus we have studied theoretically the supercurrents
ballistic Josephson junction in the model of an ideal tra
parent interface between two misoriented UPt3 crystals with
nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks which a
subject to a phase differencew. Our analysis has shown tha
misorientation between the gap vectors creates a current
allel to the interface and that different misorientations b
tween gap vectors influence the spontaneous parallel
normal Josephson currents. These have been shown s
rately in Ref. 8 for the currents in point contacts between t
bulk unitary axial superconductors and between two b
planarf -wave superconductors. We have also shown that
misorientation of the superconductors leads to a spontan

FIG. 4. Thex component of the current tangential to the interface versus
phase difference« for the junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave su-
perconducting bulks,T/Tc50.15, geometry~i!, and the different misorien-
tations.

FIG. 5. Current tangential to the interface versus the phase difference« for
a junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks
T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and the different misorientations (x component!.
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phase difference that corresponds to zero Josephson cu
and to the minimum of the weak-link energy in the presen
of a finite spontaneous current. This phase difference
pends on the misorientation angle. The tangential spont
ous current is not generally equal to zero in the absenc
the Josephson current. The difference between unitary pl
and nonunitary bipolar states can be used to distinguish

FIG. 6. Current tangential to the interface versus the phase difference« for
the junction between nonunitary bipolarf -wave superconducting bulks
T/Tc50.15, geometry~ii !, and the different misorientations (z component!.
ent
e
e-
e-
of
ar
e-

tween them. This experiment can be used to test the pai
symmetry and recognize the different phases of UPt3 .
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